Thank you for enjoying our Outdoor Metal Sculptures tour on campus.

Scan to download map. https://tinyurl.com/y443s37p

Supported by a grant from the Schoolcraft College Foundation and the Rockall Fund.
Visiting Schoolcraft College? Let’s take a walk between games, or during a break. Choose your route!
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Purple Diamond Route
Tending to business! 1.0 miles

Green Square Route
Front & center campus! 1.1 miles

Pink Star Route
Heart friendly! 1.7 miles

Blue Dot Route
Take a brisk walk! 0.5 miles
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1 Fairies & Flowers
   By Marilyn Strandt

2 Birds in Flight at Sunset
   By Kelly O’Naill

3 A Letter to My Father
   By Homayra Adiba

4 Land and Sea
   By Michael McClintock

5 Hello
   By Dennis Cook

6 Flag of All Nation
   By Homayra Adiba

7 Set Your Goals on Fire
   By Marilyn Strandt

8 Schoolcraft, The Wind...
   By Marilyn Strandt

9 Cosmic Communicator
   By Dennis Cook

10 The Purple Pitcher Plant
    By Marilyn Strandt

11 More Than One Way
    By Marilyn Strandt

12 Emergence
    By Angela Larson

13 Swallows in Flight
    By Michael McClintock

14 The Purple Pitcher Plant
    By Marilyn Strandt
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ROUTE WITH MILEAGE
Blue Dot Route
Take a brisk walk!
0.5 miles
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ROUTE WITH MILEAGE
Green Square Route
Front & center campus! 1.1 miles
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